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“I wanted to make
something completely new”
Uncertain times call for bold actions and as new product launches go,
Finnish brand Saxdor’s new ‘scooter’ tears up the rule book
WORDS: ED SLACK
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first boat brand respectively that
easy to use, and you can even take your
Mattila developed) since February last
girlfriend and child with you,” explains
year, shortly after which he recruited
Mattila.
the help of J&J Design to bring the idea
The launch model is the Saxdor 200,
to life. “I think the world will no longer
which comes in two different deck layouts
be the same after corona. Maybe we
(Sport and Pro Sport) and is now in full
will see a boating renaissance, but not
production in Poland, while another two
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Sakari Mattila,
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Mattila. “It’s also likely that
people could have less time and
money to spend on boating.
“We also have to be more
efficient in boatbuilding to get lower
prices and better quality,” concludes
Mattila. “Maybe robots are coming to
help us?”
As for where he sees the brand in
three years? “We are more of a premium
builder. We are not looking for a big
volume. Not more than 500 boats a year,
plus the ‘scooters’ is a good target.”

Breaking the
‘Saxdor’ code
S comes from Sakari - AX comes from
AXopar (Mattila’s last boat brand) and DOR
comes from AquaDOR (his first boat brand).
The name Axopar comes from his
previous boat companies: Aquador
- XOboats - PARagon. “I was the founder
of all these companies except XOboats,
which I did together with Erkki Talvela.
They all still exist and are doing well.”
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